ID Resolution
At DreamTrips™, we provide you with identity
protection that goes wherever you do.
ID Resolution is your passport to a stress-free life, devoid of the trouble and annoyance that
comes with dealing with identity theft. This program assists you in protecting your personal
information both at home and abroad, and completely manages the process of recovering your
identity if it’s stolen or lost. It’s just another reason why it pays to be a DreamTrips Member!*
FRAUD RESOLUTION
ID Resolution resolves identity-related fraud or
suspected fraud for you and your immediate
family. You get a case manager that works with
you personally. You also get total access to a
personal fraud specialist and monitoring products
where appropriate.
IDENTITY TRAVEL RESPONSE
Losing your travel documents is annoying to
begin with; you don’t need the extra problem
of worrying about someone stealing your
identity. ID Resolution provides case-file fraud
management and proactive action in the event
that you lose your passport, airline ticket or cash.
They also serve as a communication hub for
you to reach friends, family and employers,
and can be your point of contact with
government agencies.
CATASTROPHE DOCUMENT RESPONSE
ID Resolution helps replace sensitive
documentation that gets destroyed in a
catastrophic event, such as a fire, hurricane,
tornado, earthquake, flood or act of terrorism.
RELOCATION OF RESIDENCES
Moving is a complex process. To complicate
things, the risk of identity theft rises during

a move. ID Resolution keeps you safe by
providing tip sheets, mail-forwarding assistance
and an Identity Wellness Checkup after you
move. They can also help replace important
documents that get lost in the shuffle.

ID RESOLUTION ALSO OFFERS
SERVICES TO ASSIST WITH THE
FOLLOWING ISSUES:
• Surviving spouse and estate
management
• Deployed military personnel
• Infant and minor identity risk mitigation
• Marriage and divorce

HOW TO ACCESS
Call 1-888-446-4047, identify yourself as a
DreamTrips Member and have your Member
ID number ready. Visit http://careington
.fraudconcierge.com for more information.
*Available in the U.S. and Puerto Rico only.
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